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3.5"

Surface mount hands 
free videophone in a 
satin white or Black 
Rubber finish.

The 6300 series colour video monitor is a hands-free surface mount 
videophone incorporating a touch 3.5” 320x240 full colour active 
matrix LCD screen in a satin white or black rubber finish.

Standard features (the features may vary according to the button’s 
programming) include “camera recall”, “open door”, “service” and 
“privacy” with LED indication for the “open door” and “privacy” features. 
Adjustments include call tone volume and loudspeaker control and 
display brightness control (other adjustments can be carried out by 
software).

Functions like intercommunication, selective camera recall, direct 
door relay activation and programmings like melody selection, 
number of rings, privacy duration are carried out through the touch 
screen menù.
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6378 3.5” HANDS FREE
VIDEOPHONE
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Series 6300

Device Type Hands free videophone

Display 3.5” 320x240 colour LCD TFT

Handset/ Hands Free Hands Free

Buttons No 4

Buttons/Services Door open, Answer/Camera recall/PTT, Privacy/Reject, 
Service

Privacy Yes, timed

LEDs Privacy ON, Door open, Camera recall

Video Memory Yes, 100 pictures

RJ45 Yes

Adjustments Speech volume, Call tone volume (3 levels), Contrast, 
Brightness, Hue

Programmings Melody rings, Privacy duration

Inputs Local bell, Alarm

Video Mode Coax/Balanced

Finishes Satin White
/B Black Rubber

Desktop Kit Art.63931

Wall Mounting Plate ---

The 6300 series 
surface mount video 
monitor with a 3.5” Hi-
Res full colour active 
matrix LCD screen is 
designed primarily 
for low and high-rise 
private developments 
and individual houses 
where an attractive 
and low cost functional 
videophone is desirable.

Accessories include a 
desk kit for an easy 
and practical functional 
alternative to a wall 
mount solution.

Although every effort has been made to provide accurate information, there may be technical or print errors in this datasheet.
Videx reserves the right to make changes, corrections and improvements to such information at any time and without notice.DS
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